Architectural Perfection
Calm waters and breathtaking river views on the Mississippi
by Wanda Perkins — Photography by Henry Hempel
home is much more than just a space to occupy. For one active family
of five - and cherished dogs, Gus and Belle - a secluded lot near calm
shores on the Mississippi River proved the optimal location to build
their home.
Rod and Amy VanSurksum purchased their river lot a few years prior to
building. They visited with Hansen Tomlinson Fine Homes, in Sartell, MN about
building options. “After looking at the scope of the project, we contacted
Anthony Stoll of bhh Partners, Planners/Architects and worked closely with
him on the design,” co-owner, Doug Hansen recalls. “It was very much a team
effort. I provided design and project management, Cal Tomlinson gave design
support, and Bonnie Hansen focused on design and interior design. From demolition of the existing home located on the property through the final landscape
touches, we were involved with every detail.”
Initial planning with Stoll and Hansen Tomlinson Fine Homes began with a
collection of magazine clippings, ideas and Rod’s primitive drawings on paper.
The couple recalls Stoll’s initial question, “What do you want in a home?”
Despite the fact that their completed home encompasses 9,221 square feet
with five bedrooms and seven baths, it was designed as a cozy retreat that fits
their lifestyle.
“Rod and Amy wanted their home’s exterior to harmonize with its rural
location in a European country-cottage style,” Stoll explains. “As an active family, they wanted to utilize both the road side and river side for outdoor activities. The home was designed to provide a focal point from the roadside with offset garages. The riverside orientation was designed to maximize views both up
and down the river.”
“Our lot is located directly across from an island where no other homes are
built,” Amy adds. “This part of river frontage is fairly private with calm currents
- perfect for jet skiing, boating and fishing.”
Unique roofing, architectural columns and interesting angles lend viewpoint advantage from every space and perfectly complement exterior components of Bitterroot (a Montana stone) and cement board siding. Two rock chim-
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neys are topped with custom copper tops. A six-car garage provides generous
vehicle and storage space.
A custom knotty alder arched entryway door with cast bronze Rocky
Mountain hardware welcomes guests. Inside, the formal dining area features
grass cloth wall paper and a table made of antique pine timbers from
Restoration Hardware. Around the corner is a den and library with a gas fireplace and sliding glass doors.
Once inside the entryway, soaring vaulted ceilings, arched Marvin windows, white pine beams and timbers stained in rich brown, and a stunning rock
fireplace invite you into the home’s great room. The VanSurksums agree, the
oversized timbers that divide room spaces and ceiling timbers with rustic bolts
are their favorite architectural feature.
Dividing the open great room and kitchen is a custom credenza, with shelving for electronics and a pop-up flat screen TV that boasts a 360° rotating tilt
for easy viewing. A quaint and cozy sitting area is located near the kitchen and
great room.
Three paned windows in the kitchen face northeast to river views, lending
ample natural light. High-end, stainless steel appliances, including a Jenn-Air
double convection oven and cooktop, Wolf gas range and Sub-Zero refrigerator and freezer make meal preparation a breeze.
“I’m always cooking and baking in the kitchen,” Amy adds. “This kitchen is
surely the dream kitchen of any woman’s life. It’s awesome! I’ve found it to be
amazingly functional, as well as gorgeous.”
The 5 foot by 9 foot island features storage for Amy’s cookbooks, a handy
sink and a microwave. On the island, “Howling Moon” granite from Stone
Holding complements black granite with a leather finish below painted and
glazed cream cabinetry. A tumbled stone tile backsplash above the sink coordinates with a grout-less Crema Marfil marble mosaic backsplash behind the
cooktop and under the custom wood hood. Amber pendant lights, recessed
lighting and other lighting designs throughout the home were furnished by
Creative Lighting in St. Paul.
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“I’m always cooking
and baking in the
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An efficient work alcove and pantry adjacent to the kitchen with custompainted cabinetry, granite countertops, an additional refrigerator, sink and
pocket office for Amy allows her keep a watchful eye on outdoor pool activities.
Eastern old-growth white pine-plank flooring stained in a warm brown and finished with Tung oil were installed throughout the kitchen, dining room, sitting
area, breakfast nook, pantry and Amy’s office.
A handy mud room is located near the garage as well as a pool bath. Rod’s
favorite room is the screen porch with the rock-faced, wood-burning fireplace.
“I love having my early morning cup of coffee here, especially on Sundays with
the newspaper. It’s also a restful place to relax in comfort during care-free,
summer days.”
“River properties are unique from lakeside properties due to the fact that
the river can extend and create a 180° view,” explains Stoll. “The VanSurksums
have a fairly wide lot along the river and they wanted to maximize exposure and
views. Because of this, the floor plan was extended horizontally, creating a
more elongated plan across the site. To address access to both the lower and
upper level, two separate stairways one on each side of the main level living
space were designed to offer convenient access.”
The main-floor master suite has direct access to a patio area and was positioned to take advantage of river views. A walk-in, ceramic tile steam shower
and Pearl Sonnet soaking tub situated near wooded views offer a luxurious,
tranquil escape. The couple also enjoy the benefit of a sauna near the exercise
room and pool bath.
Design considerations included upper level vaulted ceilings and distinctive
ceiling spaces within the bedrooms and loft area. “The design of the roof structure and second floor ceilings was a challenge due to the fact that the scenic
river site has zoning restrictions limiting the overall height of homes,” Stoll
adds.
“Even though there were challenges presented during the building
process, we prefer to consider them as opportunities to create,” Hansen
agrees. “We were continually looking for ways to be creative within the home.”
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Warm paint hues in gold and rusty orange were chosen
throughout the home. The children’s rooms were painted in
their personal color preferences: Asian red, dark boyish blue
and turquoise.
Downstairs, a family room and spacious media room has
three flat-screen TV’s, a sunken movie area and bar with swivel stools and a pool table. Rod’s request for private access to
a secret wine and cigar cellar was granted.
When not enjoying the breathtaking and calming atmosphere of their river home, Rod is an oral surgeon who enjoys
golfing and has plans to obtain his pilot’s license. “My favorite
pastime is fishing with our son,” Rod adds. “Our home makes
it easy to hop in the boat - even if it’s just for fifteen minutes.”

Amy is Rod’s business bookkeeper, a busy family chauffeur to sporting activities, chief chef and multi-talented domestic engineer. Both outdoorsy and avid exercise enthusiasts,
they enjoy their family time, making a conscious effort to share
family meals - where philosophical advice is often the topic.
Rod, a former military major in the U.S. Air Force, and
Amy, a Department of Defense teacher, both enjoy traveling.
This year, they’ll visit Germany where one of their daughters
was born. Until then, they’ll cherish their personal slice of calm
from the breathtaking shores of the Mississippi River.
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Painting help to bring your home to life.
Avon, MN
320-249-6175
jrgielen@gmail.com

763-262-1600
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sharpedgefloors@hotmail.com
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